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Introduction
Introduction

This template, which we hope you will find useful, has a format of 91 cm w x 122 cm h (portrait/vertical-shape). It can be used to create your E-poster, as
well as for printing. This format corresponds to Arch E.

Clinical studies show inadequate inhaler
technique is one of the major leading causes
of Asthma treatment failure.

We have put on this template the usual , basic sections that are usually available on posters. You are welcome to make any changes you wish. We suggest
you use keep black text against a light background so that it is easy to read.
The boxes around the text will automatically fit the text you type, and if you click on the text, you can use the little handles that appear to stretch or
squeeze the text boxes to whatever size you want. If you need just a little more room for your type, go to format-line spacing and reduce it to 90 or even
85%.

Results
Less Misuse of inhalers, effective drug intake into
the lungs, improved patient satisfaction & better
treatment plan and outcome.

The dotted lines through the center of the piece will not print, they are for alignment. You can move them around by clicking and holding them, and a little
box will tell you where they are on the page. Use them to get your pictures or text boxes aligned together.
How to bring things in from Excel® and Word®

The traditional method of patient education
on inhalers does not give proper time and
opportunity for patients to learn & practice
the correct technique at their own pace.

Excel- select the chart, hit edit-copy, and then edit-paste into PowerPoint®. The chart can then be stretched to fit as required. If you need to edit parts of
the chart, it can be ungrouped. Watch out for scientific symbols used in imported charts, which PowerPoint will not recognize as a used font and may print
improperly if we don’t have the font installed on our system. It is best to use the Symbol font for scientific characters.
Word- select the text to be brought into PowerPoint, hit edit-copy, then edit-paste the text into a new or existing text block. This text is editable. You can
change the size, color, etc. in format-text. We suggest you not put shadows on smaller text. Stick with Arial and Times New Roman fonts so your
collaborators will have them.
Scans

We need images to be 72 to 100 dpi in their final size, or use a rule of thumb of 2 to 4 megabytes of uncompressed .tif file per square foot of image. For
instance, a 3x5 photo that will be 6x10 in size on the final poster should be scanned at 200 dpi.
We prefer that you import tif or jpg images into PowerPoint. Generally, if you double click on an image to open it in Microsoft Photo Editor, and it tells
you the image is too large, then it is too large for PowerPoint to handle too. We find that images 1200x1600 pixels or smaller work very well. Very large
images may show on your screen but PowerPoint cannot print them.

High rates of incorrect technique show the
need of more effective educational tools.

Preview: To see your in poster in actual size, go to view-zoom-100%. Posters to be printed at 200% need to be viewed at 200%.

A new enhanced approach to inhaler training &
asthma education is likely to be more effective
alternative to the conventional methods.

Methods
Our team brainstormed the education process to
create interactive components like "How to inhale",
this tool addresses errors that result from failure to
take slow & deep breaths & the correct time to press
the inhaler. ‘How to use inhaler” Step by Step
illustration of correct inhaler technique "Interactive
Inhaler Quiz" – points out common errors while
inhaling & tips to avoid them.

Conclusions
Patients need time & constant practice to
perfect their inhaler technique.
Using web based education for persistent
training can save health care provider’s
time and give better treatment results.

